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EARLY ICT SKILLS & SOFTWARE
Choose and Tell: Nursery Rhymes

Choose and Tell: More Nursery
Rhymes

Choose a character from a
popular nursery rhyme and
tell your own story. You decide
what happens next! Choose
from Humpty Dumpty, the
Grand Old Duke of York, Old
Mother Hubbard, Old King
Cole or Baa Baa Black Sheep.

The fourth title in the highly
popular Choose and Tell series
- stories with choices! ‘Nursery
Rhymes’ was so popular that
we’ve created another one like
it, but with different nursery
rhyme characters.

Choose and Tell: Legends

Choose and Tell: Fairy Tales

Building on the success of
Choose and Tell: Nursery
Rhymes, this program takes
your learners on a magical
adventure based on legends
from different cultures.

Modern yet magical, Choose
and Tell: Fairy Tales brings
the classics to life. Choose
from Snow White, Beauty,
Cinderella, Princess Aurora
(also known as Sleeping
Beauty) or Rapunzel.

Choose and Cook

ChooseIt! Ready-Mades Literacy
Series

An easy, fun story based program about preparing healthy food
and home kitchen management. Aimed primarily at
non-readers with severe learning difficulties of all ages, and
perfect for mainstream primary classes.

This series contains over 20 activities that map directly to the DfES
Primary Strategy Letters and Sounds document.

ChooseIt! Ready-Mades Numeracy
Series

Counting Songs 2
Ten original, contemporary-style
songs with entertaining
animations, designed for KS2
children with learning
difficulties. Seven of the songs
count up from 1 to 5, whilst
three count down.

This series contains over
20 separate revision
activities that map directly
to Foundation Stage,
P-scales or National
Numeracy Strategy
targets.
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Sing And Play

Percy’s World Of Numbers

Join Mother Goose as she encourages
early literacy through eight traditional
nursery rhymes. Each rhyme is introduced
a line at a time and is fully narrated, with
each word highlighted as it goes along.

An animated on-screen number book,
introduces the user to numbers up
to 20 and teaches them to recognise
numbers. The activities are designed to
build on the child’s skills, with 3 difficulty
levels, to cover the themes of counting,
comparing numbers, sequencing
numbers and ordinal Numbers. Suitable
for unsupervised use, the title is fully
narrated, includes printable worksheets
and has an extensive teacher’s section.

Percy Keeps Counting

Percy’s Alphabet Workshop

The fun activities included in the program
encourage the user to practice counting
in different contexts, including counting
on from a number and counting in twos,
fives and tens. Percy Keeps Counting is
supplied with printable worksheets and
features 3 levels of difficulty with
narrated text. Suitable for unsupervised
use, this title also includes an extensive
teacher’s section.

In an easy and fun way Percy the
caterpillar invites children to explore the
letters of the alphabet and the sounds,
and at the same time will encourage them
to recognise various objects that start
with the same initial letter. Graphemes
and phonemes are also covered as Percy
looks at the pronunciation and spelling of
simple words.

Percy Gets Into Shapes

Percy Gets Measuring

Children will be able to develop skills
in recognizing everyday objects by
their shape, identifying shapes by their
names and understanding the properties
that make up each shape. Designed
to develop children’s understanding
of shapes and their properties at Key
Stage 1 and improve ICT skills, spoken
instructions make this program suitable for
unsupervised use and it is also suitable for
use with touch screens.

Designed to help children explore the
subject of measurement at Key Stage
1, children can practice using a set of
balances on-screen to compare and
match weights. Length is explored
with activities involving measuring
and comparison (using standard
and non-standard units), whilst
the activities on capacity also use
standard and non-standard units. This
title is fully narrated for unsupervised
use.

Percy On The Move

Percy’s Art Box

Percy the caterpillar, encourages children
to explore position, direction, movement
and spatial awareness through a range
of fun activities for Foundation and Key
Stage 1. With spoken instructions and 3
levels of difficulty for each activity, the
appropriate language is used for the
age group and so is ideally suited for
unsupervised use. A teacher’s section
and printable worksheets complement
the activities that include a maze, picture
grids, puzzles and games to develop the
use of positional language.

The art box activity provides a selection
of simple drawing and painting tools to
encourage children to be creative. In the
usual, clear and clutter-free Percy style,
children can also practice colouring on
the computer and painting by numbers.
The collage tool makes it easy to create
pictures with shapes and images, whilst
the activities included also encourage
children to begin to recognise colour
names.
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Percy’s Learning Box: 1

Percy’s Learning Box: 2

Percy’s Learning Box 1 is a compilation of 4
‘Percy’ titles that cover counting, addition,
subtraction, grouping, patterns, shapes,
size, colour, thinking, matching, puzzles,
sequencing, logic, memory, observation
and listening. The compilation represents
substantial savings over the purchase of
the individual titles. All four titles feature a
selection of fun activities, each with three
levels of difficulty that are fully narrated
throughout - ideal for non-readers. Using
language appropriate to the age range,
the titles also feature extensive teacher’s
sections along with printable worksheets for
use away from the computer.

This title is a compilation of 4 ‘Percy’ titles
that cover time (using both analogue and
digital clocks), time sequences, numbers,
counting, number sequences, ordinal
numbers, puzzles, visual perception,
matching, letters, spelling, and the alphabet.
Percy’s Learning Box 2, represents excellent
value for money, offering savings over the
purchase of individual titles. Each of the titles
is fully narrated (ideal for non-readers) and
can be used unsupervised. With extensive
teacher sections and printable worksheets,
the Percy titles with their interesting activities
and appropriate language are sure to be a hit
in your classroom.

Percy’s Learning Box: 3

Percy’s Learning Box: 4

Percy’s Learning Box 3 contains a
compilation of 4 individual ‘Percy’
titles. With the topics covering money,
purchasing items and giving change,
spatial awareness, movement, direction,
length, weight, capacity and animals in a
variety of habitats, this compilation offers
a fantastic saving over the purchase of
the separate titles. Percy’s Learning Box 3
contains a wide selection of fun activities
that are ideal for un-supervised use – even
by non-readers (each title is fully narrated).
Three levels of difficulty for each activity,
printable worksheets and extensive teacher
sections are also featured in this product.

Percy’s Learning Box 4 is a collection of
4 ‘Percy’ titles that offers considerable
savings over the purchase of the
individual titles. Each title is suitable for
unsupervised use, as it is fully narrated
and the activities feature three levels of
difficulty. The activities cover topics such
as materials, physical and life processes,
musical pitch, tempo, dynamics and
duration, as well as phonics, spelling,
rhyme, counting on, counting back and
organising objects.

Percy’s Learning Box: 5

Percy Teaches Maths

This is a compilation CD of 4 ‘Percy’ titles
that cover the topics of parts of a computer,
developing mouse and keyboard skills,
drawing, shapes, the body, senses, ourselves, healthy living, puzzles and thinking
and logic skills. Purchasing as a compilation,
Percy’s Learning Box 5, represents excellent
value for money, offering savings over the
purchase of individual titles. Each title is
fully narrated (ideal for non-readers), offers 3
levels of difficulty in each activity and can be
used unsupervised. Using language
appropriate to the age group, the titles also
offer extensive teacher sections and
printable worksheets.

Build foundations in basic maths including
counting, adding, subtracting, patterns,
sequences and sorting with this all-new,
improved and relaunched title. Especially
redesigned in 2008 to work with the
National Curriculum for mathematics at
Key Stage 1. The friendly caterpillar, Percy,
asks the children to help him complete
interesting activities that involve simple sums
using both numbers and pictures, dividing
objects into sets and completing sequences.

The EmPower Foundation

Bric-a-Brac Series

Join Captain Conrad in his fantastic Space
Adventure. Journey from planet to planet
and play fun games and activities at every
stop. Each activity is specially designed
to work on a particular skill, numeracy,
literacy, art, ICT, music and many other
areas are all covered in this wonderful
title.

The Bric-a-Brac series is designed to
provide a selection of fun activities
for children to practice and develop
important basic skills. This single CD,
Basic Skills compilation, includes four
titles – Matching, Sorting, Thinking and
Identifying.
Purchasing as a compilation saves
money, over the purchase of individual
titles.
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Paws Explore: Numbers

Paws Explore: Multiplication

Paws Explore-Numbers is a title
specially designed to help children
practice and develop their number
skills, through a range of fun
activities. With 3 levels of difficulty
and two friendly cat and dog
characters, children can practice
counting, counting on and counting
back.

Children can practice and develop
their multiplication skills with the
help of Kelly and Robbie (the Paws
Explore cat and dog characters)
and a selection of fun activities.

Paws Explore: Fractions

Paws Explore: Symmetry

Join the Paws Explore duo
(a friendly cat and dog) in a
selection of fun activities that help
children to develop and practice
the topic of fractions. The narrated
activities with 3 levels of difficulty
create a fun environment for the
player to practice recognising and
identifying fractions of objects &
numbers and matching fractions
with pictures. They can also practice
matching equivalent fractions and
creating fractions by dividing
objects.

This title allows children to explore
the topic of symmetry through a
selection of fun activities. With the
Paws Explore duo (a friendly cat
and dog), the player can choose
from three levels of difficulty in each
activity that covers recognising and
creating one/two lines of symmetry,
sorting images according to lines of
symmetry and making / completing
symmetrical patterns and pictures.

Paws Explore: Money

Paws Explore: Electricity and Light

Join the Paws Explore duo
(a friendly cat and dog) in a
selection of fun activities that help
children to develop and practice
the topic of fractions. The narrated
activities with 3 levels of difficulty
create a fun environment for the
player to practice recognising and
identifying fractions of objects &
numbers and matching
fractions with pictures. They can
also practice matching
equivalent fractions and
creating fractions by dividing
objects.

This exciting title in the Paws
Explore series covers the themes
of ‘Using electricity’, ‘Circuits
and conductors’ and ‘Light and
shadows’ with a selection of fun
activities. With the help of Kelly
and Robbie (the two Paws Explore
characters), children can enjoy
creating simple electric circuits,
exploring the conductivity of
different materials, understanding
different ways of changing a bulb’s
brightness and using switches.
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Dynamo Maths
Dynamo Maths is a step-by-step learning program
that supports the needs of children struggling with
maths. The solution is packaged in a three-stage
on-line intervention and remediation program for
dyscalculia and low maths achievers.
The software has been specifically designed for
learners with learning difficulties such as dyscalculia, dyslexia and
Autistic Spectrum Disorder. The software is based on the
NumberSenseMMR framework.
Ideally, Dynamo Maths would be combined with a Dynamo Profiler
Assessment, identifying areas of weakness and dyscalculia symptoms
for development. Dynamo Profiler can be used as a pre-assessment for
remedial educators to establish whether the leaner requires further
professional supportive learning. Dynamo Maths can then be
incorporated into a learner’s Individual Support Plan (ISP).

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for students with learning difficulties such as dyscalculia.
Dynamo Maths is a combination of assessments and fun activities promoting maths among
learners.
Includes a curriculum and dyscalculia reference that can be
integrated with lessons.
It’s an age-appropriate assessment that can be adapted to suit the learner’s developmental
profile for maths and numbers to be captured.
The report systems enable remedial educators to understand the possible reasons for
difficulties in their learning and structure
interventions to take place and support the learner’s development.

Stages
Stage 1: Lesson Plans
Over 230 multisensory pre-prepared Lesson Plans with printable resources written by dyscalculia
experts. Each lesson plan is designed to engage the child with specific areas of dyscalculia or
maths difficulties and develop conceptual understanding, thinking strategies and confidence
with numbers.
Stage 2: On-line Interactive Modules:
Over 230 online interactive remediation modules designed to remediate dyscalculia difficulties
and develop automaticity and intuitiveness with numbers through practice and reinforcement.
The On-line Interactive modules have a simple and powerful reporting that informs you instantly
of the gaps in learning.
Stage 3: Dynamic Worksheets, Reinforcement and Reflection phase.
Over 230 dynamic printable Worksheets emulate the On-line Activities.
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ReaderPen
Text to speech
ReaderPen promotes independent reading. This reading pen reads text out aloud
with a human-like digital voice.

Definitions
ReaderPen contains premium monolingual dictionaries providing definitions of
words. Definitions are possible to have read out loud.

Interfaces
Examreader features a micro USB connector for charging and a 3.5 mm earphone
plug.

Compact
ReaderPen is robust and compact and fit for use by both kids and
adults.

Exam Reader
Text to speech
ExamReader, your reading pen for exams, reads text out aloud with a human-like
digital voice.

Talking menu
By enabling Talking menu function, it is possible to navigate the user interface
without actually having to see or read on your own. Suitable for visually impaired
and severe dyslexics.

Interfaces
Examreader features a micro USB connector for charging and a 3.5 mm earphone
plug.

Compact
ExamReader is robust and compact and fit for use by both kids and
adults.

LingoPen

Connect

•

The Connect Pen scans to Windows, MAC, iOS
and Android via bluetooth.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Scans printed text and reads aloud or via
headphones.
Highlights and stores text that’s scanned.
Multiple English accents included: Irish,
Scottish, Indian, Australian, Latin American
Spanish.
Voice Recorder features.
No need for Wifi or Internet connection.
Translate full sentences from English - and
back - to 7 languages: Chinese, French,
German, Italian, Russian, Spanish, & Arabic
(Arabic is a one-way translation: English to
Arabic).
More than 20 built-in dictionaries.
Free upgrades - No additional software
required.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scan text in a printed form and digitalise it.
Store scanned text on your device
Send stored text directly to the Cloud or
share with friends
No need to connect to the internet when
translating
Translates over 40 languages
Compatible with iOS and Android.

The Connect Pen has no built-in screen, using
an additional app to translate and send.
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Clicker 7
Clicker 7, the latest version of the award-winning Clicker literacy software program,
supports development in most learning areas, including reading and writing skills,
and can be used as a tool to teach in any subject area. Clicker can be integrated with
all curricula and syllabi in schools with learners of all abilities, including LSEN Schools
(Learners from Special Education Needs Schools). Clicker can cater to a variety of
learning difficulties and disabilities such as autism, dyslexia, speech and language
difficulties, hearing impairments, low vision, Downs Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy and
physical disabilities. Clicker works well with a variety of devices such as PCs, SMART
Boards, interactive whiteboards, the eBeam and many more.
Clicker supports a range of curriculum and accessibility needs, supporting individual
needs using the principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) within the
Individualised Education Program (IEP)

The definitive primary
writing tool

Clicker Grids

Realistic speech feedback

Clicker Grids give
learners pointand-click access
to whole words,
phrases and
pictures.
Sentence Sets, Connect Sets and Word
Banks support writing at all levels, and
creating and editing sets is easier than
ever before!

Clicker’s brand
new children’s
voices give pupils
the opportunity
to hear their work
read back to
them in a friendly,
age-appropriate voice that they can
identify with. This realistic speech feedback
encourages them to actively review and
self-correct their work.

Intelligent word prediction

Voice Notes

Child-friendly planning space

Clicker’s built-in
predictor,
upgraded for
version 7, improves
the productivity of
struggling spellers
and encourages
all pupils to use more adventurous
vocabulary.

Voice Notes
enables pupils
to record their
own audio notes
before they write.
This gives them
an opportunity
to rehearse their sentences, and offers a
powerful way for children to capture their
initial thoughts and ideas.

Clicker Board
provides Clicker
users with a built-in
planning tool to
help them prepare
for writing. Pupils
can manipulate and link words, pictures
and sounds, and benefit from key Clicker
support features as they put their board
together.

Clicker Books

More literacy activities

Clicker 7 has an accessible book making
tool that enables children of all ages
to create on-screen books to be proud
of. Word prediction, speech and Word
Banks provide writing support, and
accessible tools enable the addition and
manipulation of pictures and sounds.

As well as writing and reading activities
using Clicker grid sets and Clicker
Books, you can also create matching and
speaking and listening activities using
Clicker 7. If you want to do something out
of the ordinary too, build a Custom Set
and mix grids and pages.

What sets
Clicker apart
from other word
processors is
the extensive
support it offers
to emergent,
developing and struggling readers and
writers.
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Accessible for all
We are committed to providing
software that enables every pupil
to access the curriculum and
achieve success.
Clicker 7’s enhanced accessibility
features include switch access,
touch screen and eye gaze
compatibility, and our innovative
SuperKeys solution.
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N e w fo r 2 0 2 0 , v e r s io n 8 c o m b in e s e x c it in g
n e w f e a t u r e id e a s f r o m o u r C lic k e r f a n s w it h
t h e in c lu s iv e lit e r a c y s u p p o r t t o o ls y o u
a lr e a d y k n o w a n d lo v e .
H e lp e v e r y c h ild a c h ie v e w r it in g s u c c e s s
At the heart of Clicker
sits a child-friendly word
processor. Watch your
pupils confidently tackle
writing tasks with help
from Clicker’s realistic
speech feedback.
Software also comes with
two additional childrens
voices

C lic k e r G r id s

Clicker Grids enable
pupils to write with
whole words and
phrases. Emerging
writers build sentences
word-by-word, while
Word Banks provide
scaffolding to support
developing writers.

P ic t u r iz e

B o o s t s p e a k in g , lis t e n in g a n d r e a d in g s k ills

Clicker 8’s new ‘Picturize’
button instantly adds
pictures to any Clicker
Grid, helping children to
find the word they want.
Choose from over 4500
Clicker curriculum
pictures or use your own.

Make curriculum content
accessible for all with
talking Clicker Books,
support emergent
readers and EAL pupils
with Matching Sets, and
use Talk Sets to develop
speaking and listening
skills.

O r g a n is e id e a s

C u r r ic u lu m R e s o u r c e s

Organising ideas is a vital
first step in the writing
process, and one that
many learners struggle
with. Clicker includes a
child-friendly mind
mapping area to help
learners prepare for
writing.

Clicker includes free
access to LearningGrids,
an ever-growing bank of
ready-made classroom
resources. Our activities
are created by
experienced teachers
and cover a range of
primary topics.

C lic k e r C lo z e

C lic k e r 8 A n a ly t ic s

Cloze activities are a
great way to assess
pupils’ topic knowledge,
as well as their ability to
use semantic and
contextual clues. Create
your own Cloze activities
in a matter of seconds!

Clicker 8’s Analytics
tool gives you a unique
insight into each learner’s
writing process, helping
you make informed
decisions about their
current support
levels and the most
effective next steps.

C lic k e r W r it e r
E a c h k in d o f C lic k e r S e t
p ro v id e s a s p e c ifi c w r it in g
su p p o r t o r ta rg e ts a
p a r t ic u la r s k ill.
C lic k e r m a k e s c re a t in g a n d
e d it in g C lic k e r S e t s e a s ie r
t h a n e v e r, s o t h a t y o u c a n
q u ic k ly p ro v id e c o n t e n t fo r
a n y t o p ic .
S e n te n ce S e ts

C o n n e ct S e ts

W o rd B a n k s

C re a te y o u r o w n
a c t i v i t i e s ...
...o r l e t u s d o a l l t h e w o r k
fo r y o u !

U s in g E y e g a z e w it h C lic k e r 8
P r o v id e a c c e s s f o r a ll
In addition to extensive
support for learners with
reading and writing
difficulties, Clicker 8
opens the door for pupils
with a wide range of
additional needs,
including switch and eye
gaze users.

A c h ild -fr ie n d ly w r it in g t o o l t h a t e n a b le s s t u d e n t s o f a ll a b ilit ie s t o s ig n ifi c a n t ly d e v e lo p t h e ir
lit e r a c y s k ills . Yo u c a n n o w c h o o s e e y e g a z e a s y o u r s t u d e n t s in p u t m e t h o d w it h in C lic k e r 8
a n d g iv e u s e r s a c c e s s t o p e r s o n a lis e d lit e r a c y s u p p o r t a c ro s s t h e c u r r ic u lu m . It is o p t im is e d t o
w o r k w it h e y e t r a c k e r s , s im p ly s e le c t e y e g a z e a s t h e in p u t m e t h o d w it h in C lic k e r 8 a n d s t a r t
u s in g y o u r e y e t r a c k e r. D w e ll t im e c a n b e a d ju s t e d w it h in t h e e y e g a z e s e t t in g s . C lic k e r 8 is
t r u ly ‘e y e g a z e e n a b le d ’ s o , a s lo n g a s y o u r s t u d e n t s g a z e re m a in s w it h in t h e e d g e s o f a c e ll
o r k e y in a g r id , t h e d w e ll s e le c t io n w ill c o n t in u e . T h e S u p e r K e y s fu n c t io n p ro v id e s a u n iq u e
‘z o o m ’ s o lu t io n fo r e y e g a z e u s e r s w h o n e e d a b ig g e r t a r g e t a re a . S u p e r K e y s e n la rg e s k e y s o r
c e lls w it h in a g ro u p o r c lu s t e r. 3 Ye a r S u b s c r ip t io n .

V i s i t o u r w e b s i t e a n d l e a r n m o r e ...o r s i m p l y c o n t a c t u s
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Texthelp
Read&Write lets everyone read, write and express themselves more
confidently and independently.
Our easy-to-use toolbar makes documents, files and web pages more
accessible. Read&Write is a big confidence booster for anyone who needs
a little support with their reading and writing, at school or in the workplace.
And its friendly literacy features help English Language Learners, as well as
people with learning difficulties or requiring dyslexia tools.
From hearing emails or documents read out loud to text prediction, picture
dictionaries, summary highlighters and a grammar, spelling and confusable
words checker, Read&Write makes lots of everyday literacy tasks simpler,
quicker and more accurate.

One subscription. One sign in. Any device.
Enjoy the benefits of Read&Write on Windows PCs, Macs, Google, iPad and
Android tablets. One simple annual subscription lets users sign in on any
device. So it’s great for students and employees working at home, at school
or on the move.
Everyone in your school, college or organisation can try all the great
features of Read&Write absolutely free for 30 days. After this trial period,
continue using basic features like text-to-speech at no cost - or subscribe for
unrestricted access to all our exciting premium features.

Features

Benefits

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Hear web pages and documents read aloud to
improve reading comprehension, with choice of
natural voices
Understand unfamiliar words with text and picture
dictionaries
Develop writing skills with word prediction and a
grammar, spelling and confusable words checker
Support independent student research with valuable
study skills tools
Offers bilingual support for a growing number of
languages
Laptop not included

•
•
•
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Improves confidence and understanding levels for
struggling readers
Help students and employees with dyslexia and
other literacy challenges
Assist English Language Learners and individuals
with English as a Second Language
Supports independent learning and understanding
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Dragon is the world’s
best-selling speech
recognition software.
You can use Dragon to
convert your speech into
digital, editable text making your computing
tasks simpler and faster.
From capturing your
thoughts and creating
documents or reports, to email and searching the web,
to using simple voice commands to control many of the
popular programs you use every day - Dragon Naturally
Speaking is the speech recognition software of choice.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dictate documents, spreadsheets and presentations.
Compose and send email.
Search the Web or your desktop.
Post to Facebook and Twitter.
Navigate and control your PC and applications.
Record notes using a digital voice recorder or a
compatible iOS device for later transcription at your
PC.

Dragon has been used successfully in many schools for
alternative assessment of learners with special education
needs, where the (English-speaking) learner cannot write for
themselves. This replaces the need for a scribe.
There are several different licensing options of dragon,
depending on your user profile and functional requirements.

Kurzweil 1000

Kurzweil 3000

Kurzweil 1000 is easy to use for beginners, yet powerful
and flexible for advanced users. With its wide array of
useful features, users save time and gain independence whether at home, at school, or at work.

Kurzweil 3000 is educational technology that brings all
pieces of the literacy puzzle together with one easy, proven
solution to ensure instruction and learning become personal
- and meaningful progress becomes possible.

Features:

Features:

•

•

•

•

•

Kurzweil 1000 makes printed or electronic text
accessible to people with blindness and visual
impairments.
Kurzweil 1000 combines traditional reading machine
technologies such as scanning, image processing,
and text-to-speech with communication and
productivity tools.
It delivers quick access to a wealth of information
including online books, magazines and
encyclopedias.
Gives the ability to write and edit documents.

•
•
•
•
•
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Access content on the web, your computer, or in
print.
Differentiate instruction with digital tools.
Save content to class or student folders (no file
storage limit).
Guide learners throughout the full learning process.
Inform instructional decisions with centralized
reporting.
Laptop not included.
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KAZ Junior Edition
KAZ’s Junior touch typing program was developed to instil confidence and teach little fingers how to type in a structured but fun way. It
uses only ‘real words’, age related vocabulary and amusing imagery and animation.

Why teach your child to type?
Give them a head
start...

Free their conscious
minds...

Prepare them for
the future...

As parents, we are always
striving to give our children
a head start. Teaching
them to type correctly will
familiarise them with the
keyboard and prepare
them for today’s IT world.

The ‘subconscious’ skill of
touch typing will free your
child’s ‘conscious’ mind,
allowing them to focus
on creative writing or the
task at hand. An invaluable
asset.

As not all schools teach
typing, equipping your
child with efficient typing
skills will make life much
easier at school and in
further education, where
assignments often need
to be submitted in typed
format.

Award winning
typing tutor

Easy, fun &
engaging

Suitable for
ages 6-11

Unique & proven
teaching method

Keep them safe...
In KAZ’s module on
posture, KAZ bird will
demonstrate, in a lighthearted fashion, the correct
way to sit at the computer
and avoid RSI
All our online courses are
secure.

No boring
repetitive
exercises

KAZ Adult Edition
KAZ’s touch typing program was designed to enhance your life, both at home and at work.

Here is how it can help:
Employability &
Earnings
Fast and accurate typing
skills increases productivity.
Subconscious touch typing
allows multi-tasking.
Mastering the skill can
open doors to new careers.

Award winning
typing tutor

Self - Employed

Social

Health & Well-being

Fast and accurate typing
skills saves time and
increases productivity.
This in turn increases
profitability and frees
up time for an increased
workload!

Efficient typing means
less time spent on work
projects, freeing up time
for family, hobbies and
communicating on social
media.

Bad posture and typing
technique can lead to
inflammation and painful
RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury)
of fingers, hands, wrists,
forearms, shoulders, neck
and back. Correct typing
technique can help prevent
this.

Scientiﬁcally
developed by
experts

Proven teaching
method using
‘brain balance’
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Retrains your
ﬁngers to get rid
of bad habits

Tried, tested and
approved by the
Open University
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DYSLEXIA & LITERACY SUPPORT

Qfrency South African Voices
Our text-to-speech (TTS) system creates human-like voices from written text for the South African market. These synthetic
voices can say and read anything in South African languages, on a wide range of devices and platforms, for industry,
developers and individuals.
South Africa is a multilingual country, with eleven official languages. This uniqueness has led to years of research and more
recently the development of TTS voices for the eleven official South African languages. The TTS voices can be used for impact
in real-world applications, such as disseminating information, providing dynamic content, enhancing digital literacy and
enabling communication, to name but a few.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hear web pages and documents read aloud to improve reading comprehension, with choice of natural voices
Understand unfamiliar words with text and picture dictionaries
Develop writing skills with word prediction and a grammar, spelling and confusable words checker
Support independent student research with valuable study skills tools
Offers bilingual support for a growing number of languages
Laptop not included

Maryna

Kobus

Candice

Afrikaans
Female
Voice

Afrikaans
Male
Voice

English
Female
Voice

Tim

Zoleka

Vuyo

English
Male
Voice

isiXhosa
Female
Voice

isiXhosa
Male
Voice

Lindiwe

Sifiso

Mmapitsi

isiZulu
Female
Voice

isiZulu
Male
Voice

Sepedi
Female
Voice
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RESOURCE BOOKS & CD’s
Literacy

Maths

The Early Literacy Skills Builder Starter Kit introduces students
to all five of the National Reading Panel components, including
phonemic awareness, with a friendly puppet named Moe.
Materials are included for two starting levels with a detailed
Teacher’s Guide, Student Response Book, a storybook, and
Assessment Manual for both levels. For students who do not
respond well to pictures, begin at Level A, which relies heavily on
object use paired with picture representation of the objects.

Number sense is foundational to mathematics. Stages math is
a number sense app curriculum for assessment and instruction.
Activities improve students’ number sense and correlate with math
standards for typically developing students in pre-K to 3rd grade.

Product Features
•

Product Features
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Offers two levels, each with five lessons to use the appropriate
child-specific, least intrusive prompt strategy.
Ideal for students in early education or students with significant
developmental disabilities.
Incorporates a friendly puppet named Moe.
Adaptable for individual or small group settings.
For AAC support, consider the Early Literacy Communication
Package.

Covers nine skill areas: words for numbers, counting, making
comparisons, sequencing, the four core math operations,
(Money, number line, fractions, and time).
Provides a variety of materials for differentiating instruction.
Includes: Stages Math Software, Stages Math iPad App, Look
At Math, Place Value Packaging, a Talking Calculator, six Day
Planners, Hands-On Money, and three TimeWheels™.

Science

Art

Instructional supports ideal for students with intellectual disability
or autism. Enhancements quickly and inexpensively upgrade
classroom instruction, regardless of the curricula in place.
Enhancements are flexible, and ready to use right out of the box.
They blend hands-on and print materials with multimedia software,
creating an engaging learning environment that makes teaching
fun.

The What’s Cool About Music Book presents the photo-illustrated
stories, organized into six sequential chapters, with comprehension
exercises and vocabulary guides. The Software and App bring
the book to life with musical effects, professional story narration
linked to text highlighting, and fun-to-take comprehension
activities. Hundreds of sound clips illustrate musical concepts like
rhythm and melody, sounds of instruments, and styles like country
and jazz. Both the Software and the App store student reports,
accommodate switch users, and allow unlimited student logins with
personalized options.

•
•
•

Provides a blended approach to social cue learning with print
materials and multimedia software.
Includes: Explore Social Skills Student Book with QR codes for
corresponding videos, Social Success Software, Acting Out
Social Skills Student Book, and Focus on Feelings Book.
Each student book is accompanied with PDF CD for printouts.

Product Features
•
•

•
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Provides 36 stories in six units: Big Picture, Music Over Time,
Music Styles, Musical Instruments, Rock Concert, World
Music.
Includes book with PDF
CD and classroom license
for printing worksheets,
What’s Cool About Music
Software, and What’s Cool
About Music iPad App.
Integrates traditional
textbook with software and
iPad app.
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS

BENEFITS
BEHAVIOUR

EMOtional understanding

vocabulary

HOME

SCHool

Robokind Robots (Milo) - Autism
Milo the robot is designed to be interesting and approachable for learners
with ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder). He can walk, talk and even model
human facial expressions. Milo never gets frustrated or tired. He consistently
delivers lessons in a way that learners with ASD respond to. This recurring
positive experience creates an environment in which learners can learn and
thrive. Robots4Autism helps learners improve their social and behavioral skills
and gain the confidence they need to succeed academically and socially. Milo
delivers lessons verbally. As he speaks, symbols are displayed on his chest
screen that will help your learner better understand what he is saying.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tune in on emotions.
Express empathy.
Act more appropriately in social
situations.
Self-motivate.
Generalize in the population.
Behaviour.
Emotional Understanding.
Better Vocabulary.

•
•
•

Self-Regulate.
Visual Support (Picture symbol
icon).
Decrease in meltdowns and
classroom disruptions.

Robokind Robots (Jett) - Programing
Students learn visual programming through the use of a personalized avatar
and Jett, the most advanced, facially-expressive robot.
Creates unlimited access and opportunity for developing fundamental
coding and programming skills. Easy to implement and does not require
educators to have prior experience with coding or programming. Ease of use
creates flexibility of scheduling within or outside the instructional day.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Citizenship.
Algorithmic Thinking.
Program Design and
Flowcharting.
Introduction to the Workspace.
Programming the Avatar.
Keyboard Events.
Programming Motion.
Introduction to Conditionals.
More Advanced Conditionals.
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•
•

Counting Loops.
Indefinite and Infinite Loops.
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS
DOBOT Magician Lite
DOBOT Magician Lite, a multi-functional lightweight intelligent robotic arm,
is one of the core products in DOBOT’s K12 customized artificial intelligence
education ecosystem. Magician Lite enjoys numerous software and hardware
interaction methods and expansion interfaces in order to maximize students’
freedom to create. Through building and playing, students can learn how
artificial intelligence and mechanics work. They will be also introduced to
a world of rudimentary knowledge of robotics and how they can be used
in real world. Additionally, DOBOT hosts robotics competitions to stoke
students’ interest in robotics and get more of them to be involved. Students
work together as a team to address challenging tasks by designing, creating
and programming their own robots. This means that these students not only
can put what they have learned to rigid test, but also get to celebrate their
unique talents and achievements.

Graphical Programming (Software)
With the new DOBOT Scratch software platform, students can program,
create games and animations by simply dragging and dropping coding blocks
together, in order to control the robot’s every move and learn how AI works
while exploring technology and having fun.

Dash
Dash is a real robot, charged and ready to play out of the box.
Responding to voice, navigating objects, dancing, and singing, Dash is
the robot you always dreamed of having. Use Wonder, Blockly, and other
apps to create new behaviors for Dash - doing more with robotics than
ever possible. No books or learning camps needed!

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real-time Bluetooth.
3 x Microphones & Speakers.
3 Processors & Sensor Fusion.
2 Powered Wheels.
User Programmable LED’s and
Buttons.
IR Receivers & Transmitters.
Potentiometers & Dual Mot.
3 Proximity Sensors.

Dot

Accessories

Kids will learn about robotics and develop fundamental coding
and problem-solving skills while having fun. Dot’s projects range
from crafting and active play to storytelling and construction.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bluetooth enabled,
no Wi-Fi needed!
Detects when it’s moved.
Includes built-in games.
Expresses emotion with lights
and sounds.
Inspires with Building Block
Connectors.
Charges in an hour.
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Launcher for Dash.
Puzzlets for Dash.
Sketch Kit.
Xylophone for Dash.
Dash Challenge Cards.
Creativity Accessories
Pack.

•
•
•
•
•

Building Brick
Connectors
Marker Refill Kit.
Whiteboard Mat for
Sketch Kit.
Gripper Building Kit.
Blaster Power for Cue.
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS
Bee-Bot

Blue-Bot

Bee-Bot® is a perfect starting point for teaching control, directional language and programming. Along with a memory of 200 steps,
Bee-Bot® can now detect another Bee-Bot® or Blue-Bot® and
say hello. They will play a default sound or the students can record
their own. Students can also record audio to play back when
each button is pressed, making it more accessible to all students,
including those with auditory or visual processing needs.

The Blue-Bot® programmable floor robot is the perfect place
to start for teaching control, and you can wirelessly control it
with your tablet or PC. Blue-Bot can now detect another
Bee-Bot or Blue-Bot® and say hello. They will play a default sound
or the students can record their own. Students can also record
audio to play back when each button is pressed, making it more
accessible to all students, including those with auditory or visual
processing needs

Key Features

Key Features

•
•

•
•

•

Interact with other Bee-Bots® and Blue-Bots®.
Record audio to play back to confirm when commands are
entered.
Audio playback when Bee-Bot® follows commands.

•

Interact with other Bee-Bots® and Blue-Bots®.
Record audio to play back to confirm when commands are
entered.
Audio playback when Bee-Bot® follows commands.

InoBot

Pi2Go

Program and control our most advanced floor robot, all via the
popular Scratch 2.0 programming language or an iOS app.
InO-Bot has been specially designed to get the most out of your
programming lessons. Children can design and create fun and
challenging activities whilst developing their programming and
debugging skills. FREE Scratch 2.0 Launcher software and iOS
app available.

A Raspberry Pi controlled robot designed to unleash the
power of Raspberry Pi. Compatible with models from B+ to 3, it
can be controlled using Scratch or Python. Pre-assembled all you
need to do is mount your Raspberry Pi and start programming.
The transparent case not only protects the components but also
allows you to see what is happening as it follows the commands
of your on screen programming. Our Pi2Go basic kit assumes you
already have a Raspberry Pi, a means of being able to connect to
Pi2Go and some batteries to be able to power it.

Key Features
•
•
•

Controllable via the Scratch 2.0 offline editor
Compatible with tablets and PCs
Equipped with a range of inputs and outputs to program

Key Features
•
•
•
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Individually program and monitor the various inputs and
outputs (line follower, ultra-sonic sensor, RGB LEDs, motors,
light sensor)
Input sensors allow user to control variables such as distance
and light
Compatible with Scratch and Python programming languages
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS
Bee-Bot Bundle Pack
A mains rechargeable docking station for up to six rechargeable
Bee-Bot’s® or Blue-Bot’s®. This docking station is not only easy to
carry around your setting, but is an excellent storage device for a
class set of Bee-Bot’s® or Blue-Bot’s®.You’ll be able to charge your
Bee-Bot®(s)® within half a day for approximately 4 hours of normal
use. Wall mountable. Not to be sold with Interactive Bee-Bots and
Blue-Bots.

Key Features
•
•

Recharge and store up to 6 Bee-Bot’s® with the
docking station.
Ideal for group programming activities.

Blue-Bot Bundle Pack
Bluetooth enabled which means you can control the Blue-Bot’s®
with your tablet or PC.
This bundle includes 18 Blue-Bot’s® and 3 Rechargeable Docking
Stations so you don’t need to worry about storage or batteries,
just pop Blue-Bot® back on the dock and it’ll charge ready for
its next adventure! You can use Blue-Bot® with a wide range of
tablets and any PC with Bluetooth capability.

Code Monkey
Get your students coding in no time!

FULL COURSES,
READY TO GO

CodeMonkey is a fun and educational
game-based environment where kids
learn to code without any prior
experience. After completing
CodeMonkey’s award-winning coding
courses, kids will be able to navigate
through the programming world with
a sense of confidence and
accomplishment.

With CodeMonkey’s teacher
kit and support team,
anyone can teach the basics
of computer science

REAL CODING
LANGUAGES

K-8 Curriculum

CodeMonkey’s courses
teach text-based coding so
students learn to program
like a real developer

CodeMonkey offers
educational resources
suited for students of
different ages and
experience levels. From
Coding Adventure to
Banana Tales, students not
only learn the basic skills
of code, but also how to
code in programming languages such as CoffeeScript and
Python. Through coding, kids will develop computational
and algorithmic thinking, necessary skills for the future.

GAME-BASED
LEARNING
Kids learn coding in an
engaging and rewarding
environment that utilizes
gaming elements
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS
Botley®

Code & Go® Robot Mouse

Meet Botley, the robot that makes coding fun! As the newest member of the Learning Resources family, Botley introduces coding in
an easy, friendly way. Children as young as 5 can learn to code with
Botley, and with his advanced features, he’ll grow with them for
many play-filled years to come. Botley is ready to use right out of
the box - he’ll have kids coding in minutes. And that’s not all that
makes Botley unique; he’s 100% screen-free, and the only coding
robot that includes a 45-piece set!

Jack, the fully programmable robot mouse, is ready to follow
commands to teach hands-on coding concepts! Create a
step-by-step path for Jack using the 30 double-sided coding cards
to provide the perfect introduction to coding concepts. Jack lights
up, makes sounds, and features 2 speeds and colorful buttons to
match coding cards for easy programming and sequencing.

Packs Available:

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Detect objects - and avoid
them!
Follow looping commands
Navigate obstacle courses
Follow black lines
Botley also has additional
hidden features to unlock!

Robot Mouse Classroom Set
Mouse Math Pack
Mania Board Game
Robot Mouse Activity Set

Botley® The Coding Robot Classroom Set

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Classroom Set

The Botley Coding Robot Classroom Set from Learning Resources
contains everything teachers need to introduce early coding
fundamentals to students as young as 5.

Bring coding into the classroom
with this collection of activity
sets from Learning Resources’
Code & Go line

•
•
•

Two 77-piece Botley the Coding Robot
Activity Sets
Two 45-piece Botley the Coding Robots
One 41-piece Botley the Coding Robot
Action Challenge Accessory Set

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Math Pack
Code & Go Robot Mouse
Math adds lessons in
addition, subtraction, and
number sequencing to coding
challenges

Botley® The Coding Robot Action Challenge
Accessory Set
Help Botley set off some crashing
chain reactions with Botley the Coding
Robot Action Challenge Accessory Set
•
•
•
•

Code & Go® Robot Mouse Math Pack

Falling dominos
Swinging hammers
Rolling balls
Plus more Physics-inspired accessories

Code & Go Robot Mouse Board
Game challenges players to use
coding commands to navigate
a game board and win the most
cheese

Botley® Coding Robot Activity Set
Code & Go® Robot Mouse Activity Set

The Botley Activity set includes:
•
•
•
•
•

1 Remote
Programmer
1 Pair of Detachable
Robot Arms
1 Botley
40 Coding Cards
6 Double-Sided Tiles

•
•

Code & Go Robot Mouse sets
introduce kids to sequential coding
skills without the need for screens
or apps

27 Obstacle
Building Pieces
1 Starter Guide
with Coding
Challenges
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS
Rugged Robot
Rugged Robot is our first ever programmable robot
designed for outdoor use!
With 3 different settings for children to choose from, Rugged Robot is designed for
robust challenges navigating all terrains including, sand, grit, dirt and grass. Boasting
Bluetooth functionality, Rugged Robot can also be controlled via a free tablet app or the
TTS TacTile reader.
With a memory of up to 256 steps, Rugged Robot will be able to carry out the most
challenging of activities. Rugged Robot also boasts an obstacle sensor (which can be
turned on and off), that will detect obstacles in front of the robot and reverse and rotate
45 degrees before carrying out the rest of the program.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rugged Robot free downloadable app
enables you to:

Outdoor friendly
3 settings suitable for different
surfaces
Compatible with the TTS
Tactile Reader
Rechargeable
LED ring to show charge
level
Free Downloadable App
(Android and iOS)
Recordable messages to confirm
when commands have been entered
Memory of up to 256 Steps
Program using 45 degree turns
20cm travel distance for each step (5cm longer than
Bee-bot)
Built-in distance sensors to avoid obstacles
Built-in storage area to hold and transport items

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect to your Rugged
Robot via Bluetooth
See the programmed
sequence in order to correct
any errors (debugging)
Record audio to support
pupils with hearing back the
steps
Use a ‘repeat’ function for
commands (decomposition)
Extend children’s learning by
‘hiding’ commands e.g.
Can you get to X without
using the forward command?
Rename your Rugged Robot
Connect each Rugged Robot to a different tablet to
avoid any classroom confusion!

TacTile Code Reader

Scratch LED Rainbow Matrix

A unique and extremely fun
way to program Blue-Bot®
or Rugged Robot, place
your instructions on the tile
reader, press go and see
your robot complete the program!

Ideal to establish connections
between the digital and physical
world, The TTS Rainbow Matrix
has 64 individual RGBs which
is controlled using Scratch 2.0
Offline Editor.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The TTS designed Scratch
Rainbow Matrix has been
created with the real world
in mind. The Matrix has 64
individual RGBs which can all be
turned on to display any colour
and at any brightness.

Bluetooth connectivity
10 position slots
Rechargeable
Speaker for audible feedback
Connect up to three units together
Compatible with both Standard and Extension tiles
Physically correct sequences and algorithms.

Answer Buzzers (Set of 12)

Crocodile Hop™ Floor Game

Get students actively engaged as you
assess them! ‘’Game show buzzers’’
turn any lesson into a game. Four
different colors with fun sounds horn honx, boxing bell, doorbell and
‘’boing!’’

Engages even reluctant learners with colorful,
versatile super-size floor mat design.

Features:
•

Features:
•
•
•

•
•

12 Buzzers
Display box
Requires 2
AAA batteries,
included

•
•
•
•
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Reinforces a range of early
learning skills: color and shape
recognition, numbers and counting
(1-10), problem solving and gross motor
Helps children practice following simple directions
Offers opportunities for children to play alone, in
small groups or with the whole class
Includes 2 inflatable cubes
40 animal game markers
Activity Guide
Vinyl floor mat measuring 2.5m L x 700mm W
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PROGRAMMING, CODING & ROBOTICS

CODE JUM PER
Code Jumper™ is the newest innovation to assist
children, regardless of their level of vision, in learning
computer coding and programming skills through a
unique, physical system.
JUMP-START STUDENTS’ INTEREST IN COMPUTER SCIENCE!
•
•
•

•
•

Code Jumper makes coding immediately accessible for kids who are
blind or visually impaired, and who also have no prior computing
experience.
Code Jumper is an intuitive system designed to be inclusive,
enabling all students to work together and build confidence through
socialization, cooperation, critical thinking, and hands-on learning.
Brightly colored plastic pods with oversized buttons and knobs are
connected by “jumper cables” (thick cords) to physically create
computer code that can tell stories, make music, and even crack
jokes.
Code Jumper teaches underlying skills that can empower the next
generation to pursue meaningful careers in computer science.
Any teacher can facilitate Code Jumper lesson plans without prior
computer science experience! A full library of curricula for coding,
including teacher guidance and student activities, is also included.

Features:
•
•
•
•

Code Jumper kit (hub, pods, plugs, and cable) and app
Carrying case
Quick Start sheet (print and braille)
Online student and teacher lesson plans

Simple Stopwatch

Big Digit Stopwatch

On your mark...get set...go! Great for races,
games and other timed activities, this stopwatch
is easy to use, making it perfect for both
children and adults.

Like the pros use, but kid-friendly, our
Big-Digit Stopwatch makes telling and
measuring time easy to comprehend.
Features include 0.01 second increments
with calendar /date display and an alarm
with hour chime /snooze setting. Perfect
for sports.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Features only 3 buttons-green for go, red
for stop, and yellow for clear
Supports science investigations, timed
math exercises, elapsed time tracking and
a variety of classroom management needs
Shows minutes, seconds and 1/100
seconds on an easy-to-read display
Measures 3’H
Requires one 1.5V button-cell battery, included

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Resistant
Displays time and date
Option of either 12 or 24 hour indications
Stopwatch displays 1/100 seconds
Alarm with snooze function
Adjustable cord for carrying convenience

Primary Science® ViewScope

Primary Microscope

Get kids discovering and exploring
with a science tool designed for
little hands! Features a simple 20x
magnification and focus knob. This
is great for familiarizing children
with the feel of using a microscope.
The viewer detaches for on-the-go
discoveries!

Entry-level scientists have the power to
view so much with this durable, easyto-use microscope that works with
slide strips and Curiosity Boxes(TM).

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features:
•
•

ViewScope
Clear plastic case
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Activity Guide
2 Disposable slides
1 Curiosity Box(TM)
1 pair of tweezers
Stir rod
Spatula
Requires 2 AA
batteries, (not included).
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SWITCH ADAPTED TOYS
Little People Fire Engine

Little People Lil’ Movers Airplane

The Fisher-Price Little
People Fire Engine
is switch adapted for
young switch users and
combines play-action
including flashing lights,
sirens with sing-along
tunes and dialogue.
Switch not included.

The Fisher-Price Little
People Lil’ Movers
Airplane is switch
adapted for young switch
users and combines
play-action with a catchy
sing-along tune. Switch
not included.

Little People School Bus

Bubble Machine Freddy Fish

The Fisher-Price Little
People School Bus
is switch adapted for
young switch users to
enjoy fun play time and
a sing-along tune.

Everyone loves bubbles
and this switch adapted
new Freddy the Fish bubble
machine makes them by
the hundreds! Switch not
included.
Bubble Liquid available
upon request.

Dance and Move BeatBo

Bubble Fun Machine

•

Engage and delight children
and older learners alike with
this brightly coloured and
entertaining switch adapted
bubble machine. Great for cause
and effect activities as well as
general good fun!

•
•
•

•
•

Use three standard 3.5mm switches (not
included) or press BeatBo’s buttons on
his feet to turn him on and off.
Includes 40+ learning songs, tunes and
phrases.
Introduces letters, colours, counting,
music, cause and effect plus much more.
Large multi-coloured LED grid tummy
and fun head bobbing action; watch his
hips shake to the beat as his head bobs
back and forth. He also has soft, squishy
ears.
Height: 32 cm.
4 x AA batteries included.

Bubble Liquid available upon
request.

Drumming Monkey

Lucy the Dog

Drumming Monkey plays his drum,
squeaks and nods his head. Press
and hold a switch to activate.

Watch Lucy the Dog walk
along, and as she rests, she
lifts her head and barks at
you - then performs a back
flip! Switch not included.
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SWITCH ADAPTED TOYS
Flappy the Elephant

Peek-A-Boo Bear

Play peek-a-boo or sing a song
with Flappy the Elephant. Press
switch one to make Flappy engage
in a game of peek-a-boo. Press the
second switch and Flappy sings a
song.

Pressing the switch will engage the
child in a game of peek-a-boo as
the bear lifts and hides behind the
blanket saying ‘You can’t see me’
and ‘Where am I’ before pulling
the blanket down and saying ‘Here
I am’.

Dotty Dalmatian

Switch Adapted Walking T-Rex

Dotty Dalmatian walks
forward, sits down, barks
and peforms a back flip.
Switch not included.

Activate a switch and watch this T-Rex walk and hear it roar. This
toy is permanently adapted and requires one switch (switch not
included). Requires three AA batteries (batteries not included).
Color of toy may be different than what is shown in photos on
this page.

De Longhi Microwave

Robbie Rabbit

Specially adapted to allow
switch operation. Plug a switch
into the 3.5mm jack socket
and press to start or use
front panel controls. Realistic
rotating turntable with interior
light, noises and flashing
coloured display. Accessories
included. Switch not included.

Robbie Rabbit hops along then
sits, raises his ears and squeaks.

Cooker

Battery Switch Adaptors

This electronic cooker has been
specially adapted to allow switch
operation. Plug one or two
switches into the 3.5mm jack
sockets and press to start or use
the front panel controls. It’s ideal
for cause and effect and role
play activities in the classroom or
at home. Accessories included.
Switch not included.

Turn any suitable battery operated toy into a switch operated toy.
Place the Battery Adaptor between the battery and contact, then
plug a switch into the adaptor’s socket.
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SENSORY RESOURCES
Magic Carpet

Giant Bubble Tubes (20cm Diameter)
Choose a Giant Bubble Column
when you really want to make
a big impression. The size of
the column makes the Giant
particularly interesting for older
children and they are very easy
to share.

Magic Carpet is now mobile
and offers variable image
sizes up to a huge 3.6m
wide! Mobile Magic Carpet
is a fantastic interactive
resource with the capacity to
engage people of all ages
and abilities. Now with iOS
and Android control apps!

Sensory ICT Glow Construction
Blocks Cubes

Rectangular Super Slim Light Panel
A2

A set of construction bricks in two
sizes that light up and change
colour when they are turned on.

Slim light panels which provide
a wealth of versatile glowing
learning experiences in a variety
of subjects. Ideal for scientific
discovery, the illuminating light
provides a stimulating base for
children to explore the
properties of materials and light.
Add squidgy sparkle letters or
numbers to create an engaging
learning experience. Place gems on top and see the
light shine through for sensory fun. Accessories not
included. Available in three sizes

Perfect for using ICT to learn
sequencing. Each cube requires 2
x AA batteries (not included).

Illuminated Glow Roller Shakers 6pk

Illuminated Sensory Glow Pebbles
12pcs
•

•
•
•

An engaging set of six metallic
cylinders with illuminated
contents for rolling, shaking,
stacking, and turning. The
shakers light up when switched
on and provide an engaging
and multisensory experience.
An attractive docking station
charges them and provides easy
self access.

A set of 12 rechargeable
illuminated pebbles that can
be stacked and rolled for
engaging sensory learning
Colour changing - explore
cause and effect
Manipulate, order, stack, roll
and place
Ideal for sensory rooms

Glacier Effect Clear Plastic Ice Bricks

Wooden Mirror Sensory Trays 4pk

Make a winter wonderland
scene with these transparent,
shiny bricks. Children will
love stacking them to make
houses, towers, castles or
even an igloo. Imagine
building with these bricks in
real or pretend snow.

A beautiful collection of wooden nesting mirror shapes ideal
for exploring reflections. The trays are perfect for sorting and
collecting. The mirrored base gives these trays an engaging
design.

Light weight to use, these
bricks are a fantastic addition
to your construction area. A
lovely alternative to regular
building blocks.
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SENSORY RESOURCES
Smart Putty

UV Fibre Optics with Passive
Lightsource

UV Reactive Smart Putty
reacts to UV light and
changes colour. 4 colours
include: Blue, Purple , Green
& Yellow. UV light included.

Changes of color in the fibre optic
strands boost the user’s attention
and focus. Contact with the optical
fibres helps us to perceive different
parts of our body.
Ideal for learning cause and effect,
recognizing colors and activities that
encourage communication. Thanks
to LED technology, the fibre optics shine brightly through the
strand in a broad range of bright colors.
Available in 2 metres.

UV Stretchy Bangles

Ultrasonic Aromatherapy

Set of 5 durable rings. These
stretchy bands glow under a UV
light and are an ideal sensory
toy for those with autism or
ADHD to fidget and play with.
20cm in diameter.

The aroma diffuser uses ultrasonic
waves to immediately evaporate the
water and essential oils in its tank to
produce a fresh, dry, aromatic vapor.

Sensory Illuminated Writing Board

Aromatherapy Kit

Encourage children to practise
their writing in a fun way with
this glowing writing board. The
illumination makes the LED board
an extremely engaging way of
teaching children to write and
draw, whilst providing sensory and
visual stimulation.

An easy-to-use kit for anyone
beginning to work with the
art of aromatherapy.

Enjoy the various fragrances that will
transport you to different sensory
universes. It is a good tool for working
on memories or controlling emotions,
and for inducing relaxation.

Recommended for use
with the aromatherapy
diffuser.
Enjoy the various
fragrances that will
transport you to different
sensory universes. It is
a good tool to work on
emotional regulation,
reminiscences and to induce
relaxation.

Features

Giant Illuminated Mark Making
Board

•
•
•

A huge, rechargeable, A1 size
writing board that lights up
in seven different colours for
engaging and collaborative
mark making activities. Press
the button and see your writing
glow. There are two buttons so
each half of the board can be
operated independently, ideal
for multiple children to work on
together. Rechargeable.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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2 plastic droppers
4 x 30 ml mixing bottles
1 x 50 ml bottle of Sweet
Almond oil
1 x 50 ml bottle of Grape
Seed oil
1 x 10 ml bottle of
Bergamot essential oil
1 x 10 ml bottle of
Cedarwood essential oil
1 x 10 ml bottle Lavender
essential oil
1 x 10 ml bottle Sweet
Marjoram essential oil
1 x 10 ml bottle Chinese
Mint essential oil

•
•

1 x 10 ml bottle Rosemary
essential oil
1 x 10 ml bottle Ylang
Ylang essential oil
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EARLY SKILLS & HARDWARE
All-Turn-It Spinner

Easi-Speak® Microphones Rainbow
6pk

The switch activated All-Turn-It
Spinner, with built-in external
switch jack, enables random
selections for choosing groups
or playing games of chance
like bingo.

Encourage speaking and listening
with this colourful set of
microphone MP3 recorders.
Attractively designed like a
microphone, children can be the
roving reporter or singing star,
without being attached to a PC.
With 128 MB built-in memory, it
will record up to 4 hours of audio.
Ideal for reluctant talkers.

Mirrored Stacking Pebbles 20pk

Wooden Stacking Pebbles 20pk

This set of smooth
pebbles will fascinate
children as they stack
them or sort them into
size order.

Beautifully crafted
wooden pebbles that
can be stacked, rolled
and sorted.
This open-ended
resource will spark
imagination and provide
lots of possibilities for
play. 20 pebbles (5 x
6cm, 5 x 8cm, 5 x 11cm
and 5 x 15cm).

A fantastic open-ended
treasure collection with a
lovely aesthetic quality,
creating a real sense of
awe and wonder.

Wooden Stacking Pastel Pebbles
18pk

Double Sided Wooden Outdoor
Writing Boards 4pk

Smooth, domed shapes
to stack, balance, roll and
explore. Develop fine motor
skills with this engaging
open-ended resource. Subtle
pastel colours lend themselves
to sorting as well as small
world activities. Children will
love exploring the smooth
texture of these pebbles. They
could be used in construction,
as part of a small world lunar
landscape and so much more.

Try mark making on these
natural surfaces. A lovely
addition to literacy and
numeracy, ideal for outdoor
writing.

Wooden Construction Role Play Brick
Stand

Wooden Sorting Stacker Pot

These natural writing
boards are a lovely yet
different approach to
recording and creativity. Use with a write on/wipe off pen
(water based) and clean with a cloth. Each board has a hole at
the top for hanging up messages.

Based on a traditional design this
collection of stacking storage
cylinder compartments, each
with different contents, provides
a wealth of learning scenarios.
The children can dismantle and
stack the containers into various
towers. They can discover or
place the objects into each
section. This is great for counting
and sorting activities. Discovering
what is inside the sections will
really intrigue the children.

A handy wooden stand for
storing your role play bricks.
A great place to stand your
realistic bricks or play with
them by stacking them in
patterns or rows. It makes a
great giant abacus as well as
a practical storage solution.
Holds approx. 50 bricks.
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EARLY SKILLS & HARDWARE
Role Play Foam Breeze Blocks

Role Play Foam Lumberjack Logs
30pcs

Whether building walls
or a home for Goldilocks,
the Three Little Pigs or
just constructing amazing
structures, children will have
great fun with these breeze
blocks.

Made to look like pieces of
real wood, these foam
lumberjack logs can be
used indoors or out to
make lots of interesting
designs. Build your own log
cabin or create a bridge to
hop over. Set includes 15
logs and 15 discs. Easily
wiped clean.

Realistic blocks for children
to use for giant construction.
Lightweight and safe if they
topple, and wipe clean so
they go well with wet sand.

Giant Circular Wooden Stacking
Pyramid

Role Play Foam House Bricks 25pk
Bring realistic building to your
setting with these soft, safe
bricks. These building bricks
are the size and colour of real
house bricks (they even include
core holes). However, unlike real
building bricks, they are made
from strong, plastic covered
foam, ideal for indoor and
outdoor use. Mix sand and water
for ‘cement’ and add our range
of building tools for a complete
role play experience.

Super sized stacking resources that
are beautifully crafted in
Ash and Birch wood. Children will
love threading the shapes onto the
central pole. Stack, post, roll, sort
and line up these chunky shapes.

Role Play Stone Foam Building Bricks
25pk

Outdoor Mark Making Chalkboard
Daisies 5pk

Realistic pretend rocks in a mix
of three different colours.
Children will love stacking and
building walls. Perfect for role
play indoors or out and can be
used with wet sand for ‘cement’.
Watch as the children become
budding young builders. What
structures will they make? They
could make a cottage, a cave or
even a castle.

Bright, attractive and weather
resistant these colourful
chalkboard daisies will
transform dull playground
fencing into an exciting and
fun area.

Active World Adjustable Stand

Metal Creative Cans and Tubs

Help children self-access
from different heights
with this adjustable
stand,
designed to fit an Active
World Tray.

This set of sturdy metal
cans and tubs will make
a lovely addition to your
outdoor area.

Attach to fencing through the
pre-punched holes using cable
ties supplied or mount on
playground walls. Wipe clean.

There is something
appealing about mixing,
mashing, and squashing
concoctions together in a
metal can. Includes three
cans and three tubs. Our
metal cans and tubs have
all been designed for
educational use.

The stand can be set
at 4 different heights:
20cm, 30cm, 40cm and
50cm, ideal for different age children and different activities.
Easy to assemble, or disassemble to pack away. Active World
Trays are not included, but are available separately.
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PC / LAPTOP / TABLETS
Laptops

Tablet (Mobile Device)

Edit can provide you
with any brand of laptop
computer to suit your
requirements. A laptop
is a highly portable
computer that can assist
you to perform a wide
range of tasks.

Edit are suppliers of a
variety of leading brands
of tablet devices.

If you know what you are looking for,
send us your required specifications and
we will find you the right laptop for your budget.

If you know what you
are looking for, please
include your specifications
or requirements in the
quote request – and if you are not sure please contact us and one
of our highly trained sales staff will be able to assist you. We can
also supply various mounting devices and switch adapters for the
accessibility for persons with physical disabilities.

Tablets 4-in-1

Lenovo IdeaPad D330
The IdeaPad D330 combines
laptop performance with
tablet freedom, perfectly.
Feature-rich yet small in size,
it gives you lightning-quick
4G LTE connectivity and
seamless processing on the
go. Packed with ports, it has
two cameras and an all-day
battery. What’s more, you
can sketch or write directly
onto this detachable 2-in-1
too.

Specifications and brand choice to be discussed dependent on
clients needs. Send us your required specifications and we will find
you the right 4-in-1 tablet suitable for your budget.

Lenovo IdeaPad C340

Lenovo Ideapad Miix 520

When inspiration strikes, turn to
the powerful yet light IdeaPad
C340. It has an all-day battery and
you can use it as a laptop, tablet,
and more. For extra privacy, it has
a webcam shutter. And you can
use a digital pen with it, too-giving
you more ways to express yourself.

Powerful and versatile, the Miix
520 is as flexible as you are.
Feeling creative? Grab your
Lenovo Active Pen 2 and write
or draw on screen. Need to
chill? Detach the keyboard for
a multimedia-rich tablet with
stunning 12” display and crisp
sound.
Want help? Ask Cortana-your truly personal digital assistant. With
seamless quad-core processing and advanced mobile network
connectivity, the Miix 520 lets you do anything, anywhere.

Acer TMB114

For more info on each
product please visit our
website

The TravelMate B1 is the
perfect classic laptop for
education. Collaboration is
easier on the new B114’s
14” FHD display.

www.editmicro.co.za
or simply give us a call
+27 (0) 86 111 3973
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PC / LAPTOP / TABLETS
Acer TravelMate Spin B118

Acer Travelmate B1 Series

The Travelmate Spin B118 convertible laptop is designed with
Education in mind. With its 11.6-inch display and convertible
design it brings versatility to the classroom by transforming it
into stand mode or tent mode to facilitate group discussions and
class presentations. It is also designed to withstand the hustle
and bustle of the classroom environment, making it perfect for
the most active students.

The TrevelMate B1 series notebooks (TravelMate B118-M and
Travelmate B114-21) are tailor-made for the education market.
Portable, robust and great for wireless sharing, the B series gives
users long battery life to meet new challenges of teaching and
learning.

Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows 10 Pro.
Intel® Celeron® Quad Core Processor N4100.
11.6” Multi-touch FHD IPS LCD.
4GB DDR4 Memory.
500GB HDD.
1x HDMI, 1x USB 3.1 Gen1
Type-A, 2x USB 2.0 Type-A and
an SD card reader.
HD Camera.
Active Stylus Pen ASA630.
Black.
12 Month Warranty.

Acer Spin 5 Pro

Acer SWIFT Series

Not all mobile computers are created equal. Our Spin 5 Pro
comfortable notebook brings schools and education institutions
the innovative performance advantages they demand to prepare
their students for an always-on, digitally-driven future.

The Swift series- available in 13.3, 14” and 15.6” formats provides
students and teachers with the thinnest and lightest laptop on
the market for productivity on the go. A winning mix of style and
performance, the Swift series offers a lightweight all-metal chassis,
powerful intel*Core* processor 2x2 802.11AC technology and a
battery life of up to 12 hours.

Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows 10 Pro 64-bit
Intel Core i5-8250U 1.60GHz (6MB SmartCache, Up to
3.40GHz Boost)
13.3” Full HD (1920x1080) IPS LED-Backlit TFT Touch
Display.
8GB DDR4 Memory
256GB SSD
1x USB Type C, 2x USB 3.0 (1x with
Power-Off Charging)
1x USB 2.0, 1x HDMI, 1x SD Card
Reader, 1x 3.5mm Audio Jack
Active Stylus Pen ASA630.
Steel Grey
12 Month Warranty

Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows 10 Professional
Intel® Core™ i7-8500Y
14” FHD IPS NarrowBorder Touch LCD
8GB DDR3 Memory
512GB SSD
HD Camera
Finger Print Reader
Back Light Keyboard
USB-C to HDMI Cable
White
12 Month Warranty

Adobe

Microsoft

With collaboration tools built into all your creative apps, it’s easy
to store, share and sync assets securely and create amazing work
anywhere you are.

Edit offers a vast amount of licenses and packages based on your
needs whether you have a Windows or Mac device. We have
a suite of applications for students, a suite for home and small
business users, and a suite for large corporations. There’s even a
suite for schools. Give us a call or simply email us and we will get
back to you with your required package.

Photoshop

After Effects

Premier Pro

InDesign

Flash
Professional

Fireworks

Muse

Dreamweaver

Audition

SpeedGrade

Lightroom

Flash Builder

Acrobat

Creative
Cloud
Connection

Flash App
Plugin

Illustrator

MS Word

MS Excel

MS PowerPoint

MS Outlook

MS Publisher

MS Vision

MS Access

MS Project

Prelude
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PC / LAPTOP / TABLETS
Acer Chromebook Tab 10 (D65 1N)

Acer Chromebook Spin 511

As the first Chrome O.S tablet, the Acer
Chromebook Tab 10 allows teachers and
students to access Google’s Exhibitions
Augmented Reality (AR) innovations from
the Google Play Store and bring these
collaborative and immersive learning
experiences into their education
environment on an easy-to manage
mobile, lightweight, touch device.

With the option of clamshell,
tablets, display and tent
modes Chromebook Spin
511 easily suits students
needs. The impact-resistant
body meets rigorous U.S.
Military Standards and
ensures ultimate reliability
and durability.
What’s more, this laptop
makes graphical classroom
projects run smoother so tasks are performed quicker.

Acer Chromebook Spin 311 (R721 T)

Acer Smart Touch Kit 11

From the mechanically anchored
keys to the impact resistant body
and Antimicrobial *Gorilla* Glass
display. Chromebook Spin is U.S.
Military Standard designed to
stand up to daily wear and tear
in school and outside. Students
can choose from clamshell, tablet,
display and tent modes, the most
suitable for their needs, while
speeding through their tasks with an accelarated
processing unit.

Acer Smart Touch Kit 11 is an ideal solution that transforms any
classroom into a truly interactive world. It turns any flat surfaces
into an interactive and collaborative workspace supporting
multi-touch and multi-user interactions.

Single communications suite for meetings, chat,
and more
Use your resources wisely with a single solution for your meetings, team chat, and more. Your
employees will love that they only have to navigate one tool. PC & Laptops not included.

Modern communications for
your dispersed team

Easy to set-up, use, and
manage

Get your entire team together on video
(100 video participants standard) or just
have a quick one-to-one catch-up. HD
video and audio deliver, even in lowbandwidth environments, so you never
miss a beat.

You don’t need an IT team to roll out
Zoom. We provide straightforward
purchasing and deployment, with no
hidden fees. One click to start or join
any meeting, with easy collaboration
and participant controls.
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Connect from desktop clients,
conference rooms, and mobile
devices
Zoom works seamlessly across all of your
operating systems - PC, Mac, Linux, iOS, and
Android. We support traditional conference
room systems or you can create your own
Zoom Rooms.
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VIDEO & ONLINE CONFERENCE
Logitech Rally
Logitech Rally delivers studio-quality video, unmatched voice clarity, and RightSense® automation
for better meetings with video conferencing applications that work with USB devices, including
Google Hangouts Meet, Microsoft Skype® for Business, Microsoft Teams, and Zoom. With modular
audio, thoughtful cable management and premium finishes, Rally integrates beautifully into medium and larger rooms.

Video:

Audio:

•
•
•

•
•
•

Exceptional Video Quality
Adaptive Pan, Tilt and Zoom
Sleek Industrial Design

Connectivity & Usage:

Advanced Modular Audio •
Front-of-Room Audio
Up to 7 Mic Pods
•
•
•

Smart Cabling and Content
Sharing
Loud and Clear
Optional Flexible Mic Pod
Cabling
Optional Mounting Kit

Logitech GROUP
GROUP, our video conferencing solution for rooms that seat 14–20 people, delivers high quality
HD video and crystal clear audio, allowing any meeting place to be a video collaboration
space. With advanced features like acoustic echo cancellation, noise reduction technology, and
intuitive controls, it’s easier than ever to include everyone in the conversation.
USB plug-and-play connectivity makes GROUP a breeze to deploy and use. Simply connect
GROUP to the conference room computer or your laptop through USB, and you’re good to
go. Use GROUP with any video conferencing software, including those you already use. For
great-sounding audio calls, pair your mobile device with Bluetooth® wireless technology to the
GROUP speakerphone.

Please refer to website to see full specifications

Logitech MeetUp

Logitech BCC950

MeetUp is Logitech’s premier ConferenceCam designed for small
conference rooms and huddle rooms. Stop crowding around
laptops. With a super-wide 120-degree field of view plus a pan/
tilt lens, MeetUp makes every seat at the table clearly visible. With
integrated audio optimized for huddle room acoustics, everyone
can be heard as well as seen.

Desktop video conferencing solution for private
offices, home offices, and most semi-private
spaces.
•
•
•

All-in-one design is easy to use and saves
space
Plug-and-play convenience for
Windows and Mac
Clear HD video and audio at an affordable
price

Logitech Connect

Hue HD Webcam

Simplify video conferencing so anyone
can set it up and run a meeting anywhere.
Make it affordable so you can outfit every
conference room with video. Designed for
huddle rooms and home offices, Logitech
Connect is also compact and mobile so you
can take it throughout the workplace and
around the world. Connect is always ready
for your next video conference call.

The Hue is a the highly popular,
affordable HD USB webcam. The
webcam is suitable for video chat
including Skype, Google Hangout
and other major programs. The
Hue webcam can also be used
as a basic entry-level document
camera for displaying documents,
books or 3D objects live to the
whole class through your data
projector.
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DOCUMENT CAMERAS

Solo 8
Plus

Ultra
8

Ultra
10

Solo 8 Plus Features

Ultra 8 Features

Ultra 10 Features

The HoverCam Solo 8 is a new,
state-of-the-art document camera
that will revolutionize learning in
your classroom. Record videos or
capture images straight to your
PC or Mac with the world’s first
SuperSpeed USB3.0 Document
Camera. Use the HoverCam Solo
8 to bring your classroom into the
digital age! The HoverCam Solo
8 does everything except travel
through time.

The HoverCam Ultra 8 is the the first
document camera with HDMI, VGA
& SuperSpeed USB 3.0 outputs and
includes an LCD monitor for preview
and touchscreen control. Record
videos or capture images straight
to your PC or Mac with the world’s
first SuperSpeed USB3.0 Document
Camera.

The HoverCam Ultra 10 takes the
document camera experience to
a whole new level with a 7.1” HD
MultiTouch screen. Pinch to Zoom,
Annotate, and Cast 4K video to any
display.

Specifications
•
•
•
•

8 megapixel camera
3x magnification with 8 million
uncompressed pixels
10x magnification mechanically
8x magnification digitally with
interpolation

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 megapixel camera
60FPS FullMotion HD
HDMI VGA
USB 3.0 SuperSpeed
12x Optical Zoom Equivalent
LCD Control Panel
4x ASR Zoom, 8x Interpolated
Digital Zoom, 10x Mechanical
Zoom.

Download your favorite apps and
experience Augmented Reality and
Optical Character Recognition right
from the device.

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battery Powered
3 Wireless Casting Modes
16 MP Camer Sensor
4K @ 30FPS Lesson Recording
WiFi and Bluetooth Connectivity
Powerful Android Operating System
4K @ 30FPS Wireless HDMI to Any
Display
Live Streaming and Cloud Recording
Wireless Connectivitiy to
Chromebook, IPad, Android, iOS,
PC and Mac

Please refer to website to see full specifications
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PODIUMS

Pilot X

Pilot 5
Pilot
Plus5

Pilot 5

Wireless Digital Teaching Station



Every essential classroom technology at your fingertips!


Teach
Teach

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Present
Present

Document
Document
Camera
Camera

Annotate
Annotate

Record
Record

on the board without
turning
Pilot Write
X Features
Pilot
5 Plusyour
Features

Pilot 5 Features

13.3” Multitouch Display
• Windows PC with 21” HD
•
• Windows
PC with 21” HD touchscreen
4K Interactive
Casting
touchscreen.
Fold-Out
Document
Camera
13MP
document camera with
•
• 13MP
document
camera with•noise
reduction
Secure Tablet
Bay
noise reduction microphone.
microphone
Magnetic Tablet Dock with a
• HoverCast wireless HDMI beams
•
HoverCast
computer image,
image, annotations and
pullout• keyboard
for wireless
a desktopHDMI beams computer
annotations and audio to Interactive Flat Panel, projector
experience.
audio to Interactive Flat Panel,
or TV
Ergonomic Mobile Podium.
projector or TV.
• Bidirectional
USB touch
technology mirrors
Easily adjust
height andwireless
tilt.
• Bidirectional
wireless USB touch
•
annotations from interactive display to Pilot
Fully Wireless & Battery
technology mirrors annotations
Powered
interactive
display to Pilot.
• Mirroring from Mac, iOS, Android from
devices,
Chromebooks
more
No More and
Messy
Chords and
• Mirroring from Mac, iOS, Android
•
Cables
devices, Chromebooks and more.
• Battery pack Plug-in to charge at night, unplug and use
Teach From
theanywhere in• the
Battery
packwith
Plug-in
•
all Anywhere
day. Teach in
from
classroom
no to charge
power cord to worry about
Classroom.
at night, unplug and use all day.
Teach from anywhere in the
classroom
with
no CA
power
cord
to
9985 Pacific Heights Blvd, Suite
100, San
Diego,
92121
| 858.750.3499
worry about.

Windows PC with 21” HD
touchscreen.
13MP document camera with
noise reduction microphone.
HoverCast wireless HDMI beams
computer image, annotations and
audio to Interactive Flat Panel,
projector or TV.
Bidirectional wireless USB touch
technology mirrors annotations
from interactive display to Pilot.
Mirroring from Mac, iOS, Android
devices, Chromebooks and more.
Battery pack Plug-in to charge
at night, unplug and use all day.
Teach from anywhere in the
classroom
with no power cord to
| www.HoverCam.com
worry about.

Specifications

Specifications

Specifications

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

back to the students

Intel® Core™ M3-7Y30
8GB DDR RAM
128GB SSD

Pilot Plus Intel Core® i7
Pilot 16GB RAM
Pilot 5126GB SSD

Pilot Intel Core® i5
Pilot 8GB RAM
Pilot 256GB SSD

Please refer to website to see full specifications
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PODIUMS & DOCUMENT CAMERAS
SMART Podium™ 624

Lumens CL510

The SMART Podium
interactive pen display
lets instructors and
professionals present
while writing notes or
illustrations with a cordless
pen on the 24” touch
screen. By facing the
audience while projecting
to a large display, speakers
can take questions, gauge
understanding and adapt their presentations
to drive home key concepts.

The Lumens CL510 ceiling is a
high definition document camera
designed to be mounted on the
ceiling. This requires no desktop
hardware, lectern or podium. The
Lumens CL510 ceiling model is
ideal for presentations allowing
for a clear line of sight for the
audience. The CL510 provides Full
HD-1080p resolution with a professional
grade 25x optical zoom, up to 30 frames per second speed
providing excellent image quality. The Lumens CL510 ceiling is
suitable for auditoriums, lecture theatres and prestation rooms.

INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Clevertouch

MimioTeach™
The MimioTeach™ interactive whiteboard
includes all the hardware and software
you need to launch your interactive
classroom.

Some interactive
touchscreens, like the
Clevertouch range don’t
need to be connected to
a computer at all. Much
like a personal tablet, the
Clevertouch Plus, Pro and
V Series have an inbuilt
Android operating system
and a simple user interface
called LUX, which makes
them extremely easy to
use. Designed to work in tandem with all devices and learning
ecosystems including (but not limited to) Microsoft, Apple, Google
and iOS, part of Clevertouch’s success is down to the ease at which
it integrates with other technologies. Clevertouch screens can also
be used in conjunction with a range of software, curriculum based
teaching apps and document formats.

Features:
•

•
•
•

A complete interactive whiteboard
system that uses the dry erase
boards and projectors you already
have.
Straightforward interface lets you get
up and running in minutes.
Full-featured MimioStudio software
helps you create engaging
interactive lessons.
Lightweight and portable, so you
can move it between classrooms and
store it safely.

Sizes: 55”, 65”, 75”, 86”

eBeam Edge Plus (USB)

eBeam Edge Plus (WIRELESS)

A cost effective alternative to a
traditional interactive whiteboard, the
Beam Edge Plus can transform any flat
surface into an interactive teaching
experience.

eBeam Edge Wireless is a cost
effective alternative to a
traditional interactive
whiteboard, bringing
interactivity to any flat surface,
and thereby transforming your
classroom into a dynamic
engaging learning environment
where students can focus,
participate and collaborate.

Utilising your computer, data projector and existing write-and-wipe
whiteboard or flat white classroom
wall – the eBeam makes interactive
affordable for every school.

Wireless Plug-and-Play use the
simple plug-and-play wireless
adapter to control your
computer with the eBeam stylus.
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INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
SMART Board SBM680V

SMART Board 600 Series

The SMART Board
SBM680V interactive
whiteboard is an
interactive whiteboard
system enabling teachers
and students to interact
and share lesson content.
The interactive whiteboard
is used with a digital
pen or with an intuitive
touch of a finger for a
collaborative experience in
classrooms, conferences and
board meetings.

The SMART Board 600 series
interactive whiteboard includes
many features of earlier SMART
Board interactive whiteboards,
such as a resistive touch screen
and a pen tray. Although the
basic operation is the
same, SMART made many
improvements to make the 600
series look more up-to-date and
easier to use, service and install.

Sizes: 48”, 64”, 77”,
87”, 94”

SMART Board 800 Series

SMART Board® MX series

The SMART Board 800 Series
is an interactive whiteboard
system enabling up to four
students to interact and share
lesson content anywhere on
the whiteboard surface. The
interactive whiteboard can be
used with a digital pen or with an
intuitive touch for a collaborative
experiences in classrooms,
conferences and board meetings.

Switch with a tap from showing a
video to writing on the digital
whiteboard to surfing the
internet – keeping students
focused. Connect computers
and storage media through
the display’s numerous
ports including front facing
convenience ports. MX series is
rated for 50,000 hours of reliable
use. SMART’s Accelerated Life
Testing ensures less downtime
and longer life.

Sizes: 77”, 87”

Sizes: 66”, 75”, 86”

SMART Board® 6000 Pro series

SMART Board® 7000 Pro series

The SMART Board 6000 Pro
series reduces meeting time by
looping in more minds, insights,
and perspectives at once which
is great for brainstorming.
SMART Boards with iQ lets your
team switch with a tap, from
showing a video to presenting
quarterly results to surfing the
Internet. The 6000 Pro series
is compatible with all wireless
devices without downloading
any apps or install extra
hardware.

The SMART Board 7000 Pro
series with iQ allows
collaboration, connecting
remote teams on all sorts of devices. Looping in more minds
for brainstorming sessions and
presentations generates better
plans and smarter ideas. The
SMART Board 7000 Pro allows
you to switch between writing
notes to the Internet Browser
with just a tap.

Sizes: 65”, 75”, 86”

Sizes: 75”, 86”

SMART Kapp®

eBeam Smartmarker

In the classroom, SMART
kapp enriches small group
collaboration by allowing
students to naturally capture
discussion notes and then
digitally share outcomes
with the instructor or with
the broader class via student
devices or front of room
display. Class notes can be
shared in realtime, saved and
easily distributed after class,
so students can focus on class
discussion, rather than copying
notes.

Be more productive with eBeam
Smartmarker. Make your meetings
more effective and interactive by
streaming your notes in real time. Slip
an everyday marker into the sleeve
and wherever you go, whatever you
write, with whatever device you use,
you and your team can collaborate
together easily.

Sizes: 42”, 84”
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PROJECTORS
EPSON EB-X39/X49 Data Projector

EPSON EB-W39/W49 Data Projector

Presentations become effortless, with the sharp, stylish
EB-X39, which offers great performance in remarkably versatile
package. Long lamp life and trusted Epson durability offer peace of
mind and minimal maintenance.

The compact, stylish design of the EB-W39 makes it the ideal
choice for sharp, legible presentations and vivid video content,
especially in roles where portability is key. Long lamp life and
trusted Epson durability offer peace of mind and minimal
maintenance.

EPSON EB-E05 SVGA Projector

EPSON EB-U42 Data Projector

Experience bright, high-quality images in the home or office with
this easy-to-use Epson EB-E05 SVGA Projector, featuring 3LCD
technology.From watching blockbusters on the big screen to hosting
business presentations, this SVGA projector has a range of features
to suit your needs. Forget ambient light; with 3LCD technology and
3,200 lumens it’s incredibly bright. It has a long-lasting lamp light
source that provides 15 years’ worth of entertainment.

Whether delivering crisp, clear presentations or viewing video
content, the stylishly-designed EB-U42 is ideally suited for the
office or home. Enjoy a Full HD display with a high lumens
output for all-round content visibility. Reliable technology
creates peace of mind with reduced product intervention and
maintenance.

EPSON EB-U05 Data Projector

Epson EB-680 Ultra Short Throw

Get up and running quickly with this hassle-free model that’s
designed for easy installation. Featuring 3LCD technology and
3,400 lumens of brightness, movies will be as the director intended
with a bright and clear display. So sit back and enjoy a film every
day for the next 15 years¹ thanks to its long lamp life.

Liven up the classroom
and deliver a screen
size of up to 93
inches, utilising 3LCD
technology, to display
educational content.
With a brightness of
3,500 lumens and XGA
resolution, the EB-680’s
ultra-short-throw design allows
you to present large images from a
very short distance with minimised shadows and glare. A 14,000:1
contrast ratio and HDMI input mean that students benefit from
sharp, clear images.

EPSON EB-685W Ultra Short Throw

EPSON EB-685Wi Ultra Short Throw

The EB-685W’s ultrashort-throw design allows
you to present large
images from a very short
distance with minimised
shadows and glare. With
a brightness level of 3,500
lumens, an HD-ready WXGA
resolution, a 14,000:1 contrast
ratio, and HDMI input, students benefit
from sharp, clear images.

This projector offers
superb interactivity
thanks to its dual
pen capability. With
a brightness of 3,500
lumens and HD-ready
WXGA resolution, the
EB-685Wi’s ultra-shortthrow design allows you to
present large images from a very
short distance with minimised shadows and glare. A 14,000:1
contrast ratio and HDMI input mean that students benefit from
sharp, clear images.
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PROJECTORS
EPSON EB-1485Fi Data Projector

EPSON EB-695Wi Interactive
Projector

Transform your
workplace
with this large,
scalable display
that enriches
collaboration and
engagement, and
promotes greater
knowledge sharing
with colleagues, clients or
delegates using the latest and
most versatile connectivity options.
The EB-1485Fi has been designed to be easy to use, enriching
collaborative and agile working environments.

The Epson EB-695Wi
has brightness of 3,500
lumens and HD-ready
WUXGA resolution, the
EB-695Wi’s ultra-shortthrow design allows you to
present large images from a
very short distance with minimised
shadows and glare. This projector offers
ultimate interactivity by combining fingertouch with dual pen capability. A 14,000:1 contrast ratio and HDMI
input mean that students benefit from sharp, clear images.

Please see page 30 for Zoom Online Conference Software

PROJECTOR SCREENS
Grandview Manual Screens

Grandview Motorized Screens

Slim, elegant aluminium casing with Universal sliding bracket for
wall or ceiling mount. Built-in speed control mechanism to slow
screen retraction. Grandview matte white fabric with 4 layers
including a sheet of woven fibreglass.

Motorized Screen with IR Remote Control. Epoxy coated steel
casing with wall/ceiling mount brackets. External IR Control system
with 12V trigger. Matte white fabric with 4 layers including a sheet
of woven fibreglass.

Sizes: 4:3, 16:9, 16:10
Sizes are from
84” - 150”

Sizes: 4:3, 16:9,
16:10
Sizes are from
84” - 500”

Grandview Fixed Screens

Parrot Non-Reflective Screen

Grandview’s Prestige Flat Fixed-Frame Series is the enthusiast’s
choice for a dedicated home theatre or other high quality
applications. It features a multi-point tensioning system that
ensures the surface is evenly tensioned for a perfectly flat
projecting surface.

Non-Reflective Board For Interactive System (1620x1220mm). Can
be used with Parrot interactive whiteboard system.

Size: 4:3, 16:9,
16:10
Sizes are from
72” - 200”
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PRINTERS, COPIERS & SCANNERS
WorkForce Pro WF-C869RD3TWFC
Print 84,000 pages without any supply changes with this exemplary
business printer, using Epson’s super-high-yield Replaceable Ink Pack
System (RIPS). Cut intervention downtime and lessen your impact on
the environment with a reduction of up to 95 percent on energy and 99
percent on waste. It also uses PrecisionCore technology, renowned for its
speed, quality, reliability and efficiency.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce downtime: Print up to 84,000 pages without replacing the ink
Ecological: Uses up to 95 percent less power than competitive colour
lasers
Save time: Automatic double-sided printing, scanning, copying and
faxing
Built for business: Added functionality with software tools such as Epson
Open Platform
PrecisionCore technology: Epson’s most advanced printhead technology

Print 84,000 pages uninterrupted!
Thanks to super-high-yield ink supply units, you can
print up to 84,000 pages without replacing the ink,
that’s up to 4.5 times more prints than colour lasers
and copiers. It cuts intervention time by up to 98
percent as replacement inks are few and far between.

The best choice

More Productive

Built for busy environments

WorkForce Pro WF-C579RDWF Series

WorkForce Pro WF-C869RDTWF Series

Increase your business
productivity with less
intervention, a fast first
page out time, and secure
printing rules and workflow
processes, all while
reducing your printing
costs and environmental
impact. High ink yields
of up to 50,000 pages in
black and 20,000 in colour,
fast duplex scanning
speeds, and a wide-range
of workflow solutions for
businesses make this a
powerhouse for offices.

Print 84,000 pages
without any supply
changes with this
exemplary business
printer, using Epson’s
super-high-yield
Replaceable Ink
Pack System (RIPS).
Cut intervention
downtime and lessen
your impact on the
environment with a
reduction of up to 95
percent on energy and 99 percent on waste. It also uses
PrecisionCore technology, renowned for its speed, quality,
reliability and efficiency.

Key Features

Key Features

•

•

•
•
•
•

Low running costs: Benefit from a low Total Cost of
Ownership
Fast FPOT: 4.8 secs in black and 5.3 secs in colour from
ready mode
High scan speeds: 60ipm single-pass duplex ADF
Lower your environmental impact: Low energy
consumption reduces CO2 footprint, no ozone gas
emissions
Use with a wide range of solutions: Print and scan
management software

•
•
•
•
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Reduce downtime: Print up to 84,000 pages without
replacing the ink
Ecological: Uses up to 95 percent less power than
competitive colour lasers
Save time: Automatic double-sided printing, scanning,
copying and faxing
Built for business: Added functionality with software
tools such as Epson Open Platform
PrecisionCore technology: Epson’s most advanced
printhead technology
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PRINTERS, COPIERS & SCANNERS
WorkForce Enterprise WF-M20590D4TW

WorkForce Pro WF-M5799DWF

Print high-quality black and
white documents at superfast
100ppm speeds with this
reliable and environmentallyfriendly departmental
A3 business MFP that
is ideal for high-volume
specialist environments,
such as logistics and central
reprographics departments.

Take advantage of low
power consumption, a low
Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO), a fast First Page
Out Time (FPOT) and
features designed for easy
business integration with
the new multifunction
WorkForce Pro WFM5799DWF. This business
inkjet printer benefits from
automatic double-sided
printing, scanning, faxing
and copying, making any job easy and efficient, and PDL
compatibility, including PCL and PostScript 3.

Also Available in 75ppm.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

Radically fast mono
printing: Up to 100ppm
plus high-speed dual scan
High reliability: Simple
mechanism for environments where downtime is not an
option
High capacity: Print up to 120k black pages without
replenishing ink
Cut environmental impact: Use up to 82% less energy
compared to lasers
Built for business: Take advantage of a wide range of
software solutions

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

Save time: With a fast FPOT.
Low intervention: Print, scan, fax and copy with minimal
downtime.
Save time: High yield and paper capacity mean less time
is spent refilling.
Built for business: PDL compatibility (PCL and PostScript
3).
PrecisionCore technology: Epson’s most advanced
printhead technology.

WorkForce Pro WF-C5790DWF Series

SureColour SC-T5200 (Large Format)

This small workgroup
multifunction device
is perfect for the
business environment,
from small offices to
large corporates who
may have traditionally
used lasers and want
to cut costs, increase
productivity and reduce
downtime. This is
while also cutting their
business’ environmental
impact and improving their CSR reputation.

The SureColor SCT5200 maximises
performance in
busy graphics,
CAD and GIS
production
environments.
Powerful image
processing and a
fast print speed
meet the market’s
need for maximum
productivity
and flexibility. Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP printheads do
not need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD
ink, deliver the highest level of performance, value and
versatile media support.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

Largest ink yield in its segment: Print up to 10,000
pages without replacing the ink.
Ecological: Uses up to 90 percent less power than
competitive colour lasers.
Save money: Save at least 50% on colour CPP (cost per
page) versus comparable laser models.
Save time: Automatic double-sided printing, scanning,
copying and faxing.
Built for business: Added functionality with software
tools such as Epson Open Platform.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
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Fast processing: High-speed printing of Graphics, CAD
and GIS applications
Large-capacity ink cartridges: A choice of 110, 350 and
700 ml sizes mean a low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
PrecisionCore TFP printhead: Permanent printheads for
duration of printer lifetime
UltraChrome XD inks: Produce quality, vibrant, smudge
and water-resistant images
PostScript support with 2x1.6GHz CPUs: Print multiple
formats, including data-rich files, quickly and directly
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VR TECHNOLOGY
Headsets, Storage
and Charging
Case Available

Virtual Reality (VR)

Augmented Reality (AR)

Inclusive ClassVR provides immersive, sensory experiences
where students can safely interact and explore virtual worlds and
environments without boundaries or the restriction of physical
limitations. Virtual Reality provides engaging, multi-sensory
stimulation and opportunity for those students with physical
disabilities to experience things they may not be able to physically
access. The perfect solution for students with learning difficulties,
sensory impairments and physical disabilities in SEN classrooms or
establishments!

Inclusive ClassVR headsets also include a front-facing camera
and our Augmented Reality Classroom (ARC) App. Enabling you
to bring educational content to life and allow students to view
and interact with exciting 3D models. Students can see their
normal surroundings, but when they look at special QR codes
on our worksheets or posters, the content comes to life! This
allows them to get up close and personal with content, such as
a beating heart, spitfire, triceratops, planets and other exciting
educational resources.

Acer OJO 500
Detachable & Swappable Design
The detachable lens makes it easier to move and store. With a choice between
hard and washable soft head straps which can be removed, the general public
can be assured that they’re using clean headwear. When the lens unit has been
removed it reduces the size and makes it easier to return for servicing.

Easy Pupil Distance Adjustment
By accurately adjusting the space of the lenses between the eyes, wearers get
a much more comfortable experience. Moving the IPD to its optimal distance
ensures that you’ll be able to view images more clearly. The gap between the
pupils is known as Interpupillary Distance (IPD), and the lenses are adjusted to
match this using a wheel on the headset.

More Comfortable Head Strap
The comfortable head strap helps guide the lenses to their correct position.
Through the use of extra-large padding, the headset fits more comfortably over
the wearer’s eyes so that it’s less likely to slip out of place when the headset is
flipped up.

Integrated Audio
A first for VR headsets and Windows Mixed Reality headsets, the patented
integrated audio system directs sounds towards the wearer’s ears. By leaving
ears open to external sounds users can maintain awareness of their surroundings
and still enjoy an immersive experience. This makes it ideal for using in public
spaces where users may not want to be totally cut off from their surroundings.
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KEYBOARDS & MICE
Accuratus K82D

Accuratus Monster 2 – High-Visibility
Keyboard

The Accuratus K82D mini keyboard is specially designed for
meeting high spec requirements. The keys on this keyboard are
scissor key design, giving you a very soft and tactile touch for
hours of comfortable typing. The K82D has an integral trackball
with left and right mouse buttons giving the complete keyboard
and mouse solution.

This high contrast keyboard is ideal for individuals with low
vision and young keyboard users – the high contrast black text
on large yellow keys assist the user to see the letters on the
keyboard. Plastic Keyguard available upon request.

Compact Keyboard with Mouse Pad

High-Visibility Keyboard

The Compact Keyboard with Mouse Pad offers an alternative access
method to laptops and other computers.

The high-visibility keyboard is a robust, standard layout keyboard
consisting of extra-large print on the keys. The keyboard is ideal
for users with visual impairments.

MEDiGENIC Medical Keyboard &
Mouse

Ultra Compact Keyboard
The Ultra Compact
Keyboard is designed for
users who find it difficult
to reach all the keys of
an ordinary keyboard
or for those who like to
‘fix’ themselves and type
using a small target area.
The keyboard has the
functionality of a standard
keyboard layout.

The flat surface allows quick and easy disinfection with alcohol
and / or other disinfectants. A reduction of 94% bacterial spread
can be achieved directly by using the Medigenic. A handy switch,
which switches itself on again after a minute, makes it possible to
clean at the place of use. Low-travel keys, comfortable keystroke,
whisper-quiet operation.

Wireless Keyboard

Mouse (Wired or Wireless)

The Wireless Keyboard is designed for use with an interactive
plasma screen or whiteboard. The wireless keyboard operates
from up to 10 metres away from the receiver which allows it to be
passed around for the whole classroom to use.

Edit Microsystems can provide you with any brand of a wired
mouse to suit your requirements.
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ACCESSORIES & CONSUMABLES
Big Grips Frame and Stand

Big Grips Lift

A protective case for the iPad 2, 3,
4 or Air – lightweight, durable, easy
to clean, easy to grab, comfortable
to hold! That means fewer slips,
drops and tumbles - and plenty of
cushioning just in case. Resistant to
oils, chemicals, stains, moulds and
germs. Easy access to all ports and
controls. BPA, lead, latex, phthalate
and PVC free. Matching stand
available. iPad not included.

The Lift include a super-grip handle and integrated strap loops and
weighs just 0.3kg with almost 1” of foam cushion protecting the
sides and corners of the iPad, and ½” front and back clearance,
Big Grips Lift is very protective
so you won’t have to worry if it
takes a tumble. Big Grips Lift has
been designed so that charging
and volume adjustments are even
more accessible, without sacrificing
protection. All sensor, microphone
and camera ports are easy to access
too. iPad not included.

Tweener for iPad Mini

GoNow Rugged Case for iPad

Big Grips Tweener is big, squishy,
easy to grab, comfortable to hold,
and very grippable. Big Grips
Tweener - it’s everything parents
and educators demand. Matching
stand available. iPad Mini not
included.

Carry, protect and enhance
the sound of your iPad. It has
rubber edging on the top
and bottom, plus a moulded
rubber pad in the interior.
This further increases shock
absorption and provides a
more secure handle grip.
Also has fold-out feet to add
a slight elevation when lying
flat - ideal for keyboarding.
iPad not included.
•
•

Cover Stand for GoNow Case
Shoulder Strap for GoNow Case

Tobii Dynavox Speech Case for iPad

iAdapter 6 for iPad

Built purposefully for
AAC with a durable
yet lightweight design.
Includes powerful,
integrated, outward
facing speakers that
provide AAC quality
speech output from an
iPad. Integrated handle, strap, and mounting plate holes designed
to meet your access needs with one or two switches for control and
independence over your iPad. It seamlessly connects to your iPad
via Bluetooth, weighs only 570g and includes a built-in stand for
easier access. iPad not included.

Turn your iPad into a durable
AAC device using the
iAdapter! The case offers
robust protection and utilizes
Bluetooth technology for
enhanced audio. Included
with the iAdapter case are
a detachable stand, handle,
shoulder strap and USB
charging system. Slim case
design with easy access to
ports. Thick plastic to resist
breaking from accidental drops.
iPad is protected by rubber on
all sides. iPad not included.

Rugged Case for Windows Tablets

Gumdrop Cases for Windows Tablets

Silicase is the reference for
protective rugged case.
Whether you work indoors or
outdoors, in extreme environments
or not, whether you are on the
move or in your office, the Silicase
rugged case will be there to save
your tablet if needed! Tablet not
included.

The Gumdrop Cases is designed
to keep your tablet protected from
drops, bumps, and accidents. Its
rugged, impact-resistant shell is
built with silicone and ABS plastic,
and it installs easily thanks to its
snap-on design. Moreover, there’s a
built-in stylus slot, and you will still
have full access to all its ports and
buttons. Tablet not included.
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ACCESSORIES & CONSUMABLES
AirPad

Clear Laptop Rest

The AirPad works in conjunction
with either the WiPG-1600 or
the WiPG-2000, both of which
offer our interactive features
like onscreen annotation or the
interactive whiteboard.
If you are using the Enhanced
WebSlides feature found on
the WiPG-2000, then your users can see and save your annotation
back to their own device. The USB bluetooth adapter plugs into
the front USB port on the wePresent. Immediately, you will have
wireless control of your presentation.

The Clear Laptop Rest is
a transparent laptop rest
designed for laptops. The rest
has a built-in wrist support and
is big enough to accommodate
even the largest laptop. Laptop
not included.

Features:
• Available in either 381mm or 406mm depths.
• A clear angled rest which holds your laptop perfectly.
• Ideal for fidgeters.

VGA Cable

HDMI Cable

A VGA cable is a highly
useful cable for connecting
from your laptop or desktop
computer (or even tablet
or SMART phone with an
additional adapter) to a data
projector or screen. Please
contact us or detail your
requirements (length or any
additional adapters) in your
quote request.

HDMI is a proprietary audio/
video interface for transmitting
uncompressed video data and
compressed or uncompressed
digital audio data from an
HDMI-compliant source device,
such as a display controller,
to a compatible computer
monitor, video projector, digital
television, or digital audio
device.

Laptop Bags & Backpacks

Alphabet or Keyboard Stickers

We have a variety of brands that
you can choose from. Please refer
to a consultant and choose from our
selected bags available, suitable to
your needs. Bags vary in colour and
size.

The Alphabet Keyboard Stickers
are a set of vinyl stickers for
the QWERTY keyboard. This
includes lower case and upper
case, in the renowned Sassoon
font. Available in Single Sheets
or Packs.

External Hardrive

Patch Box

Need more portable data storage? Contact us for a quote on
an external hard drive. We supply external drives from leading
suppliers with a wide range of sizes and specifications. Please
include your storage space requirements in your quote request.

Surround Module, VGA
Module, PC Audio Module,
HDMI Module, Video
Module, Speaker Module,
Network and Telephone
Module, Blank Module.

Our most popular external
hard drives come in the
following sizes:
•
•
•
•
•

250GB
500GB
750GB
1TB
2TB
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Alternative Thinking
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